
INTRODUCTION

Recently, drug-delivery systems have been rediscovered as the biological dimension of

nanotechnology. A leading article in a prestigious scientific journal tells us that “biologists are

embracing nanotechnology—the engineering and manipulation  ofentities  in  the  1 to  100 nm

range—and are exploiting its potential to develop new therapeutics and diagnostics.” What else

is new? You might say! Nonetheless, the prefix nano (from the Greek word for dwarf) is a useful

one because it helps define drug-delivery systems of a certain size range. Reflecting this trend of

size definition,  Nanoparticulate Drug Delivery Systems(NPDDS) is a worthy attempt to bring

together a wide range of drug-delivery systems for the delivery (targeted or otherwise), through a

variety  of  routes  of  administration,  of  drugs,  diagnostics,  and  vaccines  in  the  treatment  or

prevention of disease.

An ideal drug-delivery system possesses two elements: the ability to target and to

control the drug release. Targeting will ensure high efficiency of the drug and reduce the side

effects, especially when dealing with drugs that are presumed to kill cancer cells but can also kill

healthy cells when delivered to them. The reduction or prevention of side effects can also be

achieved by controlled release. NPDDS provides a better penetration of the particles inside the

body as their size allows delivery via intravenous injection or other routes. The nanoscale size of

these particulate systems also minimizes the irritant reactions at the injection site. Early attempts

to  direct  treatment  to  a  specific  set  of  cells  involved  attaching  radioactive  substances  to

antibodies specific to markers displayed on the surface of cancer cells. Antibodies are the body’s

means of detecting and flagging the presence of foreign substances. Antibodies specific to certain

proteins  can  be  mass  produced  in  laboratories,  ironically  using  the  cancer  cells.  These

approaches have yielded some good results, and NPDDSs are demonstrating lot of potential in

this area.



Figure 1: depicting different forms of nanoparticles.

Nanoparticles can overcome the side effects of conventional therapies by the following means:

(1) sustaining drug release over time; (2) so-called “passive enhanced permeability”, targeting

the  effect  to  tumor  tissue;  (3)  targeting  the  cell  surface  with  the  use  of  ligands  related  to

endosomal  uptake  and  membrane  disruption;  (4)  permitting  release  of  the  drug  in  the  cell

cytoplasm; and (5) protecting the drug from enzymatic degradation.  The main goals of drug

delivery design are: (i) to decrease the side effects of conventional therapy by decreasing drug

concentration in normal tissues; (ii) to enhance the pharmacokinetics and pharmacodynamics

profiles;  (iii)  to  allow intravenous  drug administration  by increasing  drug solubility;  (iv)  to

minimise drug loss in transit and maximize drug concentration in the tumor; (v) to improve drug

stability by avoiding drug degradation; (vi) to achieve optimal cellular uptake and intracellular

delivery; and (vii) to ensure biocompatibility and biodegradability.




